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Abstract
Colonoscopies are performed for cancer screening as well as for other diagnostic and therapeutic reasons. It
is considered successful if cecal intubation is achieved and adequate mucosa is visualized. It is not always
possible to achieve cecal intubation due to multiple reasons such as sharp angulation or fixed segments of
the colon and stricture. A pediatric colonoscope (PDC) and an ultrathin colonoscope (UTC) are used as a tool
to negotiate sharp angulation and the fixed segments of the colon because their small diameter allows easy
movement. An ultrathin colonoscope is used at many practices as a rescue in situations where standard
colonoscopes have failed. Our study highlights the use of an ultraslim scope in both rescue situations and as
the initial colonoscope of choice in an ambulatory endoscopy center.
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Introduction
The PCF-PH190L/I is among the new endoscopes Olympus has recently introduced as part of their EVIS
EXERA III system (Olympus America Inc., PA, US). The ultraslim colonoscope has an outer diameter of 9.7
mm and a 3.2 mm working channel width. Its advantages include reduced physician fatigue and patient
discomfort [1]. Cecal intubation rates are high with low mean cecal intubation times. It has enhanced the
optical system with higher brightness, viewing angle, and ultra-high definition imaging quality. It has a
responsive insertion technology (RIT), with passive bending, which allows more natural movement through
acute bends in the colon, improving operator control for both pushing and twisting maneuvers. It can be
used in patients with previous incomplete colonoscopies with less or no sedation. The purpose of this study
is to review a series of patients who underwent colonoscopy with a newly acquired ultraslim colonoscope
(Olympus PCF-PH190L/I) in a community ambulatory endoscopy center.

Materials And Methods
 A total of 13 colonoscopies were performed on 13 patients (10 women and three men), with a mean age of
64.5 years, by five different providers. Common indications for colonoscopy were screening for colorectal
cancer (38.4%), a history of colon polyps (38.4%), changes in bowel habits (7.6%), abnormal computed
tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen (7.6%), and heme-positive stool (7.6%).

Results
The most common reason for the use of an ultraslim colonoscope was patient comfort (84.6 %), fixed
sigmoid, preventing the passage of a pediatric colonoscope (7.7%), and prior failed colon (7.7%). Results
showed diverticulosis (76.9%), internal hemorrhoids (46.1%), polyps (30.7%), rectal gastrointestinal stromal
tumor (7.6%), and only one normal colonoscopy (7.6%) (Table 1). Cecal intubation was obtained in 92.3% of
patients.

Patient
#

Gender Age Provider
Cecum
Reached

Prior
Failed
Colon

Indication
Stated? (If
so what)

Adenoma
Reason for
Ultra-Thin

Findings

1 Female 62 1 No No

Change in
bowel
habits,
weight
loss

No

Fixed sigmoid
preventing
passage of the
pediatric
colonoscope

Possible rectosigmoid junction tumor
ingrowth with polypoid lesion (lymphoid
aggregates, no neoplasia/dysplasia),
diverticulosis, internal hemorrhoids

Abnormal

1 2 2
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2 Female 66 2 Yes Yes CT scan No Prior failed colon Normal colonoscopy

3 Male 76 3 Yes No
Heme-
positive
stools

Yes Patient comfort
Pedunculated polyp, necrotic-appearing
area (biopsy with granulation tissue)

4 Female 69 2 Yes No

Screening
for
colorectal
cancer

No Patient comfort
Severe sigmoid diverticulosis, internal
hemorrhoids

5 Female 62 2 Yes No
History of
colon
polyps

No Patient comfort
Tortuous sigmoid colon, sigmoid
diverticulosis

6 Female 69 4 Yes No
History of
colon
polyps

Yes Patient comfort
Rectal gastrointestinal stromal tumor,
sigmoid polyp, sigmoid diverticulosis

7 Female 64 4 Yes No

Screening
for
colorectal
cancer

No Patient comfort Diverticulosis

8 Male 62 4 Yes No

Screening
for
colorectal
cancer

No Patient comfort
Sigmoid diverticulosis, internal/external
hemorrhoids

9 Female 56 2 Yes No
History of
colon
polyps

Yes Patient comfort
Ascending colon sessile serrated
adenoma, diverticulosis, internal
hemorrhoids

10 Male 74 3 Yes No

Screening
for
colorectal
cancer

No Patient comfort Severe diverticulosis

11 Female 65 2 Yes No
History of
colon
polyps

No Patient comfort Severe diverticulosis, internal hemorrhoids

12 Female 51 2 Yes No

Screening
for
colorectal
cancer

Yes Patient comfort Cecal polyp, internal hemorrhoids

13 Female 63 5 Yes No
History of
colon
polyps

No Patient comfort Severe diverticulosis

TABLE 1: Summation of study
Table shows the number of patients who underwent ultrathin colonoscope (UTC), the number of providers who performed a colonoscopy, reasons
for UTC, and findings.

UTC: ultrathin colonoscope

Discussion
Colonoscopy is performed for both diagnostic and therapeutic reasons [2]. Diagnostic reasons include
surveillance or screening for colon cancer [3], evaluating signs and symptoms suggestive of possible distal
small bowel or colonic disease like gastrointestinal bleeding, evaluating response to therapy in patients with
a known colonic disease (e.g., inflammatory bowel disease) [4-7], and evaluating pathologies found on
imaging studies. Therapeutic indications include stricture dilation [8], stent placement [9-12], foreign body
removal [13], colonic decompression, and treating bleeding lesions [14].

Colonoscopy is considered successful if cecal intubation is achieved and adequate mucosa is visualized.
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Preparation for colonoscopy typically involves the ingestion of a low-residue diet or clear liquids for at least
one day before the examination, combined with an oral gastrointestinal lavage.

It is not always possible to achieve cecal intubation due to multiple reasons, such as sharp angulation or
fixed segments of colon, stricture, diverticular disease, incomplete bowel preparation, diverticular disease,
poor quality of bowel preparation, patient’s comorbidities, and patient non-compliance during the
procedure, leading to repeat procedure; patient’s dissatisfaction, higher cost burden, and more time needed
to diagnose the disease.

The main advantage of a small-caliber endoscope over a standard colonoscope is its greater flexibility and
smaller diameter, making it feasible for patients with narrowed colons [15].

Pediatric colonoscopes (PDC) and ultrathin colonoscopes (UTC) are used as a tool to negotiate sharp
angulation and fixed segments of the colon because their small diameter allows easy movement. Daiki
Nemoto et al. performed a randomized, prospective controlled trial to compare UTC (diameter 7.0 mm)
with PDC to compare the degree of pain and cecal intubation rate. There was a major difference in the
reported pain. UTC was tolerated better as compared to the pediatric scope, and cecal intubation rates were
97.4% with UTC and 92.1% with PDC [16].

An ultrathin colonoscope comes in different diameters, with a greater imaging quality and bending
capability to increase the cecal intubation rate and intubation time and decrease physician/patient
discomfort level. Luo et al. formed a prospective randomized controlled trial comparing ultrathin caliber
colonoscopy (diameter 9.2 mm) with the standard colonoscope (SC) to compare first and rescue successful
cecal intubation rates, subject satisfaction scores, and sedation requirements. The study signifies that there
was no statistically significant difference in the first successful cecal intubation rate between the UTC and
SC groups, less sedation was used in UTC patients, and a similar satisfaction score was found [17].

UTC has performance characteristics like those of the SC; however, it has the advantage that subjects feel
less pain so the most common indication is the patient’s comfort. The mechanism of pain reduction with
UTC is not known, although it is likely that the smaller caliber and flexible instrument places less tension on
the colonic wall and, with its flexibility, may even conform to the colonic anatomy rather than form loops.
There are several drawbacks with UTC. The extremely thin insertion tube is highly flexible and can be
difficult to advance, particularly in the proximal colon [17-18]. A narrower diameter instrumental channel
makes the suction of stool/debris more difficult and limits the size of therapeutic accessories that can be
used. Therefore, UTC is suitable for a screening indication but is less suitable for complicated therapeutic
endoscopies.

Our study showed that the use of an ultraslim colonoscope had a cecal intubation rate of 92.3%. Patients
with a prior failed colonoscopy had successful cecal intubation. A large number of patients were selected to
have a colonoscopy with an ultraslim scope for patient and provider comfort. Patients reportedly prefer
ultraslim colonoscopy for comfort and reduced sedation requirements, making it an ideal choice for
community gastroenterologists [19-20].

This article has earlier been presented as a poster in ACG 2017 (Essrani E, Hickey P, Shah H, Blanco P. Initial
experience of a community gastroenterology practice with ultra-slim colonoscopy: a case series; ACG 2017).

Conclusions
UTC is used at many practices as a rescue in situations where standard colonoscopes have failed. Our study
highlights the use of an ultraslim scope in both rescue situations and as the initial colonoscope of choice in
an ambulatory endoscopy center. Further studies are needed to evaluate the use of ultraslim colonoscopy as
the first choice and its indications and advantages.
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authors have declared that no financial support was received from any organization for the submitted work.
Financial relationships: All authors have declared that they have no financial relationships at present or
within the previous three years with any organizations that might have an interest in the submitted work.
Other relationships: All authors have declared that there are no other relationships or activities that could
appear to have influenced the submitted work.
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